Stamped Designs Silhouette Scenery Class

Bear Card
Copics used: B91/93/95, Y000/00, W1/2/4, G20/21, E43/44
1. Use wet glue on the back side of the silhouette die cut and carefully line it up to the white
circle and attach. Press firmly to adhere it well. Use the Copic pens listed or a coloring
medium of your choice to color in the open areas of the design, shading as shown.
2. Layer the blue embossed piece to the piece of black. Position the silhouette piece on the blue
as shown and attach. Apply adhesive to the back of the piece and wrap the green ribbon knot
around the piece as shown and attach to the front of the card. Attach the happy birthday
banner with a foam dot cut in half.
Hiker with Dog Card
Copics used: B0000/000/01, Y11/15, C00, BV0000/000, E30/31, T2/4
1. Use wet glue on the back side of the silhouette die cut and carefully line it up to the white
circle and attach. Press firmly to adhere it well. Use the Copic pens listed or a coloring
medium of your choice to color in the open areas of the design, shading as shown.
2. Layer the lavender embossed piece to the piece of black. Position the silhouette piece on the
lavender as shown and attach. Apply adhesive to the back of the piece and wrap the gray
ribbon bow around the piece as shown and attach to the front of the card. Attach the hello
with a foam dot cut in half.
Moose Card
Copics used: BG0000/00/01, Y02/08, N0, BV0000/000, G20/21, E43/44
1. Use wet glue on the back side of the silhouette die cut and carefully line it up to the white
circle and attach. Press firmly to adhere it well. Use the Copic pens listed or a coloring
medium of your choice to color in the open areas of the design, shading as shown.
2. Layer the green stenciled piece to the piece of black. Position the silhouette piece on the
green as shown and attach. Apply adhesive to the back of the piece and wrap the Brown
ribbon bow around the piece as shown and attach to the front of the card.

